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Excerpt from the writings of Seung Sahn

Clear mind is like the full moon in the sky. 

Sometimes clouds come and cover it, but 

the moon is always behind them.

Clouds go away, then the moon shines brightly. 

So don't worry about clear mind: 

it is always there. 

When thinking comes, behind it is 

clear mind. 

When thinking goes, there is only clear mind. 

Thinking comes and goes, 

comes and goes. 

You must not be attached to the coming or the going. 

-Seung Sahn

IDEAS ON
HOW WE 
LET A POEM
IN
Ideas for Poetry as
Practice on Page 2-3

The following excerpt fits well with the
meditation: Holding Space for the Mind as
Stream. This piece was not written as a poem,

but rather as a teaching. Feel the poetry inside it.

Open up to the possibility that equanimity

towards mind is already present inside you in

every moment. 



A poem is a vessel a poet fills for you. They

have liquified the essence of their love for this

life, poured it into a jug, and when you read,

you pour it into your own beautiful mind-

body. As you write in response, feel the poem

continuing, pouring back out of you in your

own voice. 

One way to begin is to rewrite a line of the

poem, and then just keep writing. Don’t stop

the pen. Don’t edit. Just let your own words

rise and fall and ebb and flow. If you get

stuck, rewrite the original line, again, and

keep going.

Watch what the poem brings up. Notice if you

get lost in the story of the poem. When we are

lucky we realize that, as Jeanette Winterson

says, “we too are another story.” Let that

realization transform the story of conditioning

back into the wilderness of imagination. 

Read the poem out loud. Let it

electrify your throat. Let yourself

receive it through your whole being.

Let it illuminate you. 

Every bit of beauty a poem transmits

is an offering someone has lifted up

to you. The poet harvested their

words from the relationship that they

had with life. Feel the offering of the

poem as you read. 

DRINK THE POEM.
IMBIBE IT. 
LET IT RE-WRITE YOU.

WE TOO ARE ANOTHER STORY.
- JEANETTE WINTERSON



POUR THE WORDS OUT AS IF YOU
ARE POURING THEM INTO A

SACRED VESSEL. 

When we expand through creative work,

transformation reaches into the entirety

of the body.  Feel when the poem –

either the one you read or the one you

are writing – enters your whole body. Let

the poem reach into and release your

tragedies. The poem is a midwife.

Breathe with the process.

When you are writing, give yourself

permission to back away. Sometimes the

poem, with the kaleidoscope of light

that it offers, will wash through your

whole being and open up places beyond

the rules of protection that the mind has

made. Art is always drawing us to

subtler places than the linear mind

knows. Sometimes traumas will open up

in your attention, as if they feel the love

present and know there is enough space

and enough light for healing. When that

happens, give yourself permission to

walk away or walk forward. Prioritize

safe refuge, but also trust your body to

let you know when it's safe to risk

feeling more deeply. Let the whole of

your body into the process - like feeling

music, or savoring a taste, or exploring a

dream. 

When writing, remember that you are

creating an offering. Pour the words out

as if you are pouring them into a sacred

vessel. Maybe someone will need to drink

from it someday. Maybe someone will be

standing in desolate darkness, and you

will raise to their lips a glass filled with

the light of transformation you've poured. 

After you write, don’t evaluate your

writing. There's nothing different or

better that possibly could have shown up.

There's nothing to hide from on the page

in front of you. The page is the jug that

you are pouring the light of your own

process into. It is a process of

transformation.

Remember, we are the perfect light for

each other. 

ALLOW THE POEM TO SUSPEND
THE LINEARITY OF MIND.


